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Technical Group Task Force
Phase I Efforts to Examine Risk Assessment
Standards and Procedures
 Initially convened at Paris meeting (March 2007)
 Finalized mission statement (June 2007)
 Goal is to complete phase I activities/report by Cape Town
meeting (April 2008)
– review of methodologies and existing literature
– review of ongoing and emerging efforts
– identification of critical issues in the status of risk
assessment
– proposed next steps
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Task Force Mission
 Examine risk-assessment standards and procedures
relevant to unique risks associated with the injection
and long-term storage of CO2
– Risks associated with CO2 near-term (injection) processes
(including fracturing, fault re-activation, induced seismicity)
– Risk associated with long-term processes related to impacts
of CO2 storage, including:
• health, safety, and environmental risks
• potential impact on natural resources (such as
groundwater, mineral resources, etc.)
• return to the atmosphere.
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Summaries of Ongoing & Emerging
Efforts Related to Risk Assessment
 RA activities are being assembled by task members
– projects and demos that will address some aspect of risk
assessment
– activities related to development of tools/methodologies

 Submissions of information from countries not
participating in task force are welcomed
– gguthrie@lanl.gov
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